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Zapzapmath, A Gamified Math Ecosystem for K-6 Kids, Best Startup 
of the Year at RISE 2017! 

Math is necessary to succeed in any profession today, be it for a venture capitalist,               
entrepreneur, journalist or even a lawyer. In spite of this, parents and teachers around the               
world have trouble keeping kids interested and engaged in math. Kids not only find math               
boring and difficult but also struggle with simple math concepts. As a result, we are seeing a                 
general decline and deterioration in math skills of kids all around the world. 

In comes Zapzapmath, with its innovative math ecosystem that is designed to solve this              
problem. The front end of the solution takes every math topic a kid needs to learn from                 
Kindergarten to Grade 6 and turns them into a gamified math learning experience.             
Zapzapmath with its 180 fun and engaging math games meets international standards across             
the world. The games are connected to a web dashboard that collects data which produces               
progress reports for parents and teachers as the kids play. Further, Zapnet, a feature which               
allows kids to interact and play math games against each other, completes the third leg of the                 
ecosystem.  

Zapzapmath has gone further than most edtech aspirants. It has included higher-order            
thinking elements in its math games which are developed in collaboration with the renowned              
children’s creativity expert, Mdm. Teoh Poh Yew. 

Today, Zapzapmath is featured in 185 countries, ranking in the top 10 of the education               
category in 58 countries including the US and China. It is available on the App Store, Google                 
Play, Kindle, Mac and PC. Since its beta launch in November 2015, over 10 million math                
questions have been answered on Zap Zap Math. Recent data insights have shown us that               
each time a kid plays, they spend an average of 10 minutes per session. To date, the Zap Zap                   
Math suite of apps have a combined portfolio download of over 2 million.  

Zapzapmath is currently piloted in more than 100 schools in the United States and Asia. The                
team attended the RISE Conference 2017 in Hong Kong to scout for partners and investors.               
They participated in the PITCH competition at RISE and was awarded the best startup of the                
year 2017. 

 

 

 



Zapzapmath was co-founded by Hong Kong based Max Teh Kim Seng, who is also Chairman               
of Netrove Venture Capital. Max has 20+ years of experience building and investing in              
startups with multiple triple digit IRR exits track record. Max is the visionary behind the               
ecosystem with John Ng, a former Singapore math teacher, who heads the product and              
engineering of the company and the brain behind the product architecture and content. Adam              
Goh completes the founding team and is the head of UX/UI. He is responsible for the design                 
and artistic direction. 

Henry Chui, formerly Senior Lead at Microsoft Online for global Emerging Markets for B2C              
Products joined the team recently to fine-tune the product market fit and scale the business. 

The growth potential of game-based learning in 2016 - 2021 is expected to be 22%, leading                
all other learning technology product types (Ambient Insight 2016). Zap Zap Math is poised to               
take advantage of this opportunity with its game-based learning ecosystem that is market             
validated and fast gaining traction. 

Issued by Zapzapmath 

(Henry Chui, CEO of Zapzapmath) 

henry.chui@zapzapmath.com 

Zapzapmath app logos and screenshots are available through our Google Drive link 
below:  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B9CxNRsMurb8a0xJV25mZ2U0RjQ?usp=sharing 

About Zapzapmath 

Zapzapmath is founded in 2015 and launched its beta product in November 2015 with its full 
product launch in August 2016. Its gamified math ecosystem covers all topics in K-6 grades 
worldwide and is compliant with many math standards. It has back-end dashboard analytics and 
reporting for teachers and parents and Zapnet which connects kids for multiplayer games. 

Its product offering comprises its flagship Zapzapmath core B2B product with full back-end 
reporting. Read more here: www.zapzapmath.com/downloads. 

On 1st July, a B2C consumer app ‘Zapzap Kindergarten Math’ was launched containing 25 
games for kids 4 - 6 with a new adaptive learning feature. This will be extended to grades 1 - 5 
in due course. Read more here: www.zapzapmath.com/zap-zap-kindergarten-math 
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The company's highly experienced team is made up of former math teachers, creative people, 
technologists and strategists, who work closely with a number of advisors including teachers, 
principals and education consultants to ensure its games and content are both fun and effective.  

Additional links 

Website: www.zapzapmath.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/zapzapmathapp 

Twitter: @zapzapmathapp 

YouTube: www.youtube.com/zapzapmathapp 

Blog: blog.zapzapmath.com/ 
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